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VISION (Meingast et al. 2016) 
33h VIRCAM@VISTA 
J/H/KS survey of Orion A (18.2 deg2) 

Data reduction improves pipeline 
20% better image quality 

Completeness @19-20 mag 
(3-4 mag deeper than 2MASS) 

VISIONS - How it started
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Multi-epoch 
near-infrared imaging

Reddening law

CMF/IMF

Cluster formation

3D ISM

Dust properties

Wide multiples

Jets/Outflows

2017 - 2020

30 members

552h 37m 24s

550 deg2

15 institutes

10 countries

J/H/Ks
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Orion  
171 deg2, 152h

Chamaeleon  
84 deg2, 90h

Corona Australis 
38 deg2, 42h 

Ophiuchus 
140 deg2, 150h

Lupus 
105 deg2, 111h

Pipe  
1.5 deg2, 6h

Wide survey 
6 epochs 
proper motions 
complementary to VHS  
7 - 10 yrs baseline 

Deep survey 
VISION-like 
Single epoch high S/N 

Control survey 
high S/N extinction-free

P99  
Ophiuchus, Lupus, 
Corona, Chamaeleon

DR1 end of 2018  
Final DR 2020-2021

VISIONS in a nutshell
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found that most of the stars in the open cluster NGC 2244
follow essentially an ( ) =R V 3.1 extinction curve, though one
sight line has ( ) >R V 4.

Except for the Rosette Nebula, however, there are few
known structures that appear in the ( )¢R V map shown in
Figure 17. For example, the APOGEE pointing centered at
roughly ( ) ( )=l b, 180 , 0 clearly shows two large clouds at
the edges of the field in the ( )-E B V map of Figure 1, though
the ( )¢R V map is featureless. Likewise for clouds in fields
centered at ( ) ( )=l b, 140 , 0 and ( )90 , 5 . Meanwhile some
of the most striking features of the ( )¢R V map show no features
in ( )-E B V : for instance, the extended region of low ( )¢R V
centered at ( ) ( )=l b, 130 , 5 .

Remarkably, most of the variation in ( )¢R V evident in
Figure 17 occurs on scales much larger than an individual
molecular cloud. This is in tension with the traditional picture
of R(V) variation as stemming foremost from grain growth in
molecular clouds and destruction in feedback in these clouds.
We see only mild evidence for increasing ( )¢R V in dense
regions of the California Molecular cloud in the APOGEE
pointing centered at ( ) ( )= -l b, 165 , 7 .5 , for instance.
Significantly larger variations are apparent over broad regions
in Galactic longitude; for instance, < <l130 170 has ( )¢R V
approximately 0.3–0.4 lower than regions of both higher and
lower l. This region seems to be correlated with directions in
which a majority of the dust column lies within 500pc in the
maps of Green et al. (2015), and may also be associated with
the edge of the local bubble, but we defer a full characterization
of this structure to later work.

We are also in a position to compare the extinction curve in
the bulge with the extinction curve more generally in the
Galactic plane; just outside of the very inner Galaxy, the
extinction looks no different from typical variations within the
Galactic disk. For the innermost Galaxy (∣ ∣ <b 2 , ∣ ∣ <l 20 ),
most stars are no longer detected in the gP1 band and we can no
longer compute ( )¢R V . We note, however, that in the inner
Galaxy our fits have higher c2 than typical elsewhere
(Section 4.5), so we cannot rule out the possibility that the
dust extinction curve there is significantly different from
elsewhere in the Galaxy in some way other than R(V).

5.5. Dust Emission and Extinction Compared

We find measurable variation in the shape of the dust
extinction curve. Likewise, the dust spectral energy distribution
(SED) varies significantly. This variation is often parameterized
by the spectral index β of the dust emissivity (e.g., Planck
Collaboration et al. 2014), or alternatively by the relative
amounts of different types of dust with different optical
properties (e.g., Finkbeiner et al. 1999; Meisner & Finkbei-
ner 2015). Given that both the emission and extinction from
dust are ultimately controlled by optical properties of dust
grains, it is interesting to compare the variations in these two
quantities.
We show in Figure 18 our measured ( )¢R V for stars against

the Planck Collaboration et al. (2014) β and Meisner &
Finkbeiner (2015) f1 measurements along the same lines of
sight, averaged on 1° scales. There is a clear relationship:
increasing β or decreasing f1 corresponds to reducing ( )¢R V .
We note that the ( )¢R V measurements and the far-infrared
SEDs are statistically completely independent—the first is
measured from ground-based optical and infrared photometry
and spectroscopy of stars, while the second is based on far-
infrared measurements of dust emission from space. It is
therefore clear that both are tracing real variations in the
properties of the ISM of the Milky Way.
The discovery that β and R(V) are strongly negatively

correlated suggests that conditions that lead to steep far-
infrared (FIR) emission spectra also lead to steep optical and
infrared extinction curves. Future models of dust physics will
need to accommodate this observational constraint.
The fact that R(V) correlates well with both β and f1, and not

just one or the other, is expected. The work of Meisner &
Finkbeiner (2015) models the dust SED as the sum of two
modified blackbodies which have different emissivity spectral
indices β. The second component has b = 2.82, much larger
than the first component, which has b = 1.63. Increasing f1
then corresponds to less high β dust, leading to a lower
effective β. This gives rise to a strong correlation between the
Planck Collaboration et al. (2014) β values and the Meisner &
Finkbeiner (2015) f1 values. Indeed, we find that

– b»f 0.158 0.0691 over the APOGEE sightlines. Ultimately

Figure 17. ( )¢R V to APOGEE targets, from Equation (8), for stars with ¢ >E 0.3 mag. A map of dust optical depth from Planck Collaboration et al. (2014) is provided
in the background for context, and ranges from 0–2.5 mag ( )-E B V . At ¢ >E 1, the uncertainty in ( )¢R V is typically significantly less than 0.1: the signal is
significantly larger than the noise in this map. Coherent trends in ( )¢R V are apparent. In particular, the Rosette Nebula appears as a region of relatively high ( )¢ »R V 4
at ( ) ( )= -l b, 206 , 2 , though virtually no other features in the map are easily named. There is a large band of low ( )¢R V dust extending from ( )-170 , 10 to
( )130 , 10 , and possibly beyond these regions into Orion and Cepheus. Likewise the dust at =l 50 has systematically lower ( )¢R V than dust at =l 100 . The rich
morphology of the map is poorly correlated with the dust optical depth map and with known ISM structures.
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Table 1. Slopes E(Ks � �)/E(H � Ks) and the extinction law A�/AKs as a function of wavelength for B59 and FeSt.

Band � (µm)
B59 FeSt 1-457

�� = E(Ks � �)/E(H � Ks) A�/AKs �� = E(Ks � �)/E(H � Ks) A�/AKs

J 1.240 �3.051 ± 0.114 2.525 ± 0.063 �3.081 ± 0.011 2.541 ± 0.006
H 1.664 – 1.550 – 1.550
Ks 2.164 – 1.000 – 1.000
[3.6] 3.545 0.649 ± 0.009 0.643 ± 0.007 0.558 ± 0.006 0.691 ± 0.004
[4.5] 4.442 0.820 ± 0.011 0.549 ± 0.007 0.754 ± 0.008 0.582 ± 0.005
[5.8] 5.675 0.985 ± 0.013 0.458 ± 0.010 0.866 ± 0.008 0.520 ± 0.005
[8.0] 7.760 1.023 ± 0.017 0.437 ± 0.011 0.882 ± 0.011 0.512 ± 0.008

to measure in order to derive the extinction laws. LINES (LINear
regression with Errors and Scatter) has been validated in Paper I
as the best and most unbiased method to do this.

The LINES method determines the slope of a linear distribu-
tion of points with errors in both directions, possibly correlated,
and with an intrinsic distribution that may not itself be linear. In
the case of the reddening vector in a color-color diagram, the in-
trinsic scatter is the locus of the stellar population that is being
reddened by the cloud, and we wish to disentangle this scatter
from the pure contribution of the extinction. The intrinsic dis-
tribution of the points is sampled by a control field expected to
sample the same stellar population. As described in Sect. 2.3
our control field was observed with a di↵erent setup from the
science field, producing a shallower dataset. However, since the
background population of the Pipe Nebula is dominated by gi-
ant stars which have a very narrow range in infrared colors, the
control field, albeit shallow, represents the intrinsic scatter in the
science field appropriately.

The slope �� (=E(Ks��)/E(H�Ks)) of the reddening vector
is calculated as

�� =
Cov(x, y) � Cov(✏ x, ✏y) � Cov(xcf , ycf) + Cov(✏cfx, ✏cfy)

Var(x) � Var(✏ x) � Var(xcf) + Var(✏cfx)
(1)

where x and y are the (H � Ks) and the (Ks � �) colors, respec-
tively, and Cov(x, y), Cov(✏ x, ✏y), Var(x), and Var(✏ x) are the co-
variance of the (x, y) distribution, the covariance of the (x, y) er-
rors, the variance of the x distribution, and the variance of the
errors in x, respectively; the symbols marked with cf are the
same but refer to the control field. The uncertainty in �� is es-
timated using the bootstrap method corrected by a factor of 1.25
as described in detail in Paper I.

Figures 1 and 2 show the best LINES fits to the color-color
diagrams of B59 and FeSt, respectively. The fit is naturally
weighed more heavily toward the low-extinction end, since it
contains most of the datapoints. The apparent deviation between
the fit line and the data points at high extinction is not considered
to be statistically relevant (see Sect. 3.3).

The extinction law A�/AKs is derived from �� as

A�
AKs

= 1 �
 

AH

AKs

� 1
!
��. (2)

The uncertainty in the ratios A�/AKs is calculated by error
propagation from the uncertainty in ��. We assume a ratio
AH/AKs of 1.55 following Indebetouw et al. (2005) since we
cannot determine it accurately from our data. The choice of
this anchor point is crucial for the comparison between di↵erent
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Fig. 3. Extinction law for FeSt (blue line) and B59 (red line). Also
shown are the Draine (2003a,b) models for RV = 3.1 (solid line) and
RV = 5.5 (dotted line), and the Weingartner & Draine (2001) models
for RV = 5.5, case B (dashed line).

observations and between observations and models, since dif-
ferent values will produce di↵erent extinction laws. We chose
this value over others in the literature (for example, most re-
cently, Nishiyama et al. (2009) found AH/AKs = 1.62 toward
the Galactic center) because it is the most widely used in previ-
ous studies and therefore allows for the most direct comparison.
Also, using this value, �J translates into a value of AJ/AKs in very
close agreement with the models considered here (see Fig. 3).
All these models agree on the value of AJ/AKs even though they
refer to di↵erent grain size distributions, so this agreement lends
support to our assumption. Regardless, our results can be easily
adapted to another definition should it prove to be more appro-
priate (see also Sect. 4.3).

3.2. The extinction law in B59 and FeSt

The derived slopes �� and the corresponding extinction law
A�/AKs from 1.2 to 8.0 µm are given in Table 1 for B59 and
FeSt, and graphically in Fig. 3. Also shown in the figure are the
models from Weingartner & Draine (2001, hereafter referred to
as WD01).
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Universal NIR/MIR extinction law?  
Star-forming vs. starless cores 

Origin of variations? 
Grain growth, influence of feedback

Synergy with Spitzer 
Comparing NIR and MIR

Wide-area R(V) variations 
Schlafly+ 2016, Nataf+ 2016 

Star-forming regions excluded  
Environmental dependency

VISIONS - Selected science cases
Molecular cloud properties
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Dust extinction  
 + independent of dust properties (NIR) 
 - number of background sources

Dust thermal emission  
 + large dynamic range  
 - depends on dust properties 

Molecular line emission  
 + high resolution 
 - optically thick emission

VISIONS - Selected science cases
Estimating Extinction using Unsupervised Machine Learning 
(Meingast et al. 2017)
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Unsupervised Machine Learning  
Statistically derived probability densities 
Arbitrary feature combinations  

Open source Python code  
Fast and simple front-end

VISIONS - Selected science cases
Estimating Extinction using Unsupervised Machine Learning 
(Meingast et al. 2017)
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A. Hacar et al.: APOGEE strings: A fossil record of the gas kinematic structure

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the APOGEE strings in the Orion A cloud: (Background) Herschel column density map (Lombardi et al. 2014);
(black points) APOGEE sources; (colored segments) APOGEE strings. The white contour encloses those regions with equivalent column densities
of AV = 5 mag. The positions of the most prominent clusters in the cloud are labeled in the figure.

the observed APOGEE data, their di↵erences are explained by
the sensitivity of the FoF algorithms to discontinuities along the
strings (e.g., if similar RVs of the sources in a group are ex-
changed by those values of other stars with larger relative veloc-
ities causing the loss of this structure).

The results presented in Fig. 7 confirm the statistical signifi-
cance of the strings of stars detected in the APOGEE data. In all
explored scenarios, the signal detected in the original APOGEE
sample is always found at values of >3� compared to our sim-
ulations for groups with Nmembers � 4 members. Indeed, and in
all the 150 simulations that were run for these tests, the number
of strings recovered with Nmembers = 4 or 5 members in these
models always remain below the number of detections reported
in our APOGEE data. Although the detection of smaller groups
of stars cannot be ruled out, these comparisons also justify the
selection criteria in our FoF algorithm with min(Nmembers) = 4
(see Sect. 3.3). Combining the results of the three previous mod-
els we estimate an average contamination of 19% and 16% for
these strings with Nmembers = 4 and 5 members, respectively.

4. Discussion: Fibers, chains of cores,
and the formation of strings of stars

From the study of their spatial distribution, Gomez et al. (1993)
concluded that the TTauri stars in the Taurus molecular cloud
are clustered forming elongated groups with radii between
0.5�1.0 pc. These authors hypothesize that in order to be able
to recognize such stellar groups their internal velocity dispersion
should be 0.5 km s�1. Using large-scale millimeter line maps
in the same cloud, Tafalla & Hacar (2015) found that the dense
cores identified within the B213/L1495 filament are preferen-
tially found forming chain-like groups of �2 dense cores about
⇠0.5 pc long with internal velocity dispersion on the order of
the sound speed or �(Vgas) = 0.2 km s�1. As demonstrated by
Hacar et al. (2013), these elongated groups of dense cores are
generated during the quasi-static gravitational fragmentation of
individual velocity coherent fibers.

As part of the above fiber-to-core transition, the low internal
velocity dispersion along the observed chains of cores are the
result of the sonic internal velocity structure of their parental

fibers. It is then expected that the low-mass stars formed after
the collapse of these chains of cores would also present similarly
low velocity di↵erences. After the dissipation of their envelopes,
these chains of cores would lead into similarly ordered strings of
stars. Moving ballistically throughout the cloud, and particularly
during the early stages of evolution, some of these strings would
still be recognized as roughly aligned groups of stars with almost
identical kinematic properties.

The strong similarities of the APOGEE strings detected in
Orion A with the expected properties of the stars created in the
aforementioned chains of cores (i.e., number of members, inter-
nal velocity dispersion, and total length) suggest that these stellar
subgroups might have originated as part of the original gas kine-
matic structure. This hypothesis is favored by the highly filamen-
tary gas structure reported in this cloud, forming complex and in-
tertwined networks of quiescent filaments (e.g., Nagahama et al.
1998; Polychroni et al. 2013) similar to those bundles of fibers
identified in Taurus (Hacar et al. 2013). Thus, the detection of
multiple APOGEE strings with a velocity dispersion on the or-
der of the sound speed might represent a fossil record of the in-
ternal velocity structure of their parental fibers. This primordial
velocity structure would still be recognizable in most of the low-
mass clusters and extended population of stars in the Orion A
cloud. Closely packed in the PPV space in regions like L1641-N
or V380, compact associations of these APOGEE strings would
appear as stellar groups with larger velocity dispersion. Con-
versely, and apparent in dense clusters like the ONC, two-body
relaxation processes could have rapidly erased these characteris-
tic kinematic signatures, as has been suggested by recent simu-
lations (e.g., Kuznetsova et al. 2015).

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated the internal substructure of
the RVs of the stars included by the APOGEE survey in the
Orion A cloud. The main results of this work are summarized
as follows:

1. Overall, the stellar velocity field traced by the RVs of the
stars closely follows the large-scale velocity gradient of the
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Substructure at small scales 
Apogee strings 
RV correlation of YSOs and CO  
(Hacar et al. 2016)

Synergy with Apogee and Gaia  
<10% of Protostars in Gaia  
3D space motion 
0.1-0.3 km/s transverse velocity

VISIONS - Selected science cases
Evolution of star-forming regions
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VISIONS - Selected science cases

YSO MorphologyWide multiple systems Jets and outflows

YSO imaging


